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1. Introduction

The recent papers (6), (7) of J. T. Marti have revived interest in the concept of
extended bases, introduced in (1) by M. G. Arsove and R. E. Edwards. In the
present note, two results are established which involve this idea. The first of
these, which is given in a more general setting, restricts the behaviour of the
coefficients for an extended basis in a certain type of locally convex space. The
second result extends the well-known weak basis theorem (1, Theorem 11).

In general, the topological vector space notation of (10) is followed. Some
results on unconditional convergence are required from (8), particular cases of
which are given in the more accessible reference (9) with an indication of how
the general results may be obtained. In each case, both references are cited.

2. Results

Let E be a separated locally convex space with dual space £". E is said to
satisfy condition (*) (respectively condition (**)) if each /?(£", E)- (respectively
cr(E', E)-) bounded sequence forms an equicontinuous set. Condition (*),
which is a familiar condition in basis theory, is satisfied by quasibarrelled
spaces, (iXF)-spaces and generally, by the countably quasibarrelled spaces of
(3). Condition (**) is the defining condition for the co-barrelled spaces of (5)
and the <r-barrelled spaces of (2).

Theorem 1. Let E be a separated locally convex space with dual space E'.
Suppose that E satisfies condition (*) and that there is a family (ATA)AEA of elements
of E such that

(a) for each x e E there exist scalars â (A e A) such that 2aAxA is uncondition-
ally convergent to x,

(b) there is an element of E for which these scalars may all be chosen to be
non-zero.

Then E is quasibarrelled under i(E, E').

Proof. Let F be the completion of E and let F' be the T(£", F)-completion
of £". Denote the topology of E by t, and let rj be its extension to F. Let B be
a a{E', £>closed absolutely convex /?(£", £>bounded set. It is required to
show that B is o(E', £)-compact. If (x'n) is any sequence in B, {x'n: n = 1, 2, ...}
is equicontinuous under ^ and therefore also under t\. (x'n) must therefore have
a o(E', F)-cluster point, from which it follows that B, being also a(E', F)-closed,
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is o{E\ .F)-countably compact. Eberlein's theorem now shows that B is
o(F', />relatively compact. Let y' be an element of the a(F', F)-closure of B.

Choose an element z = £ pxxx of E such that for all A e A, Px ^ 0, and
XeA

let A be the >/-closed absolutely convex envelope of { £ J^x^: $£<!>}, where 0

denotes the set of finite subsets of A. Since A is //-compact (8, Chapter II,
Theorem 1; 9, Theorem 1), it is compact under <r(F, E') and therefore also
under a{F, F') (10, Chapter VI, Corollaries 3 and 4 of Theorem 2).

Let M be the vector subspace of F generated by A and let M' = F'/M°.
Now (M', M) is a dual pair and a(F, F') induces a{M, M') on M. M' is there-
fore a normed space under T(M' , M), since A is a CT(M, M')-compact absolutely
convex and absorbent subset of M. The quotient map q: F'-*M' is clearly
continuous under a(F', F) and a(M', M). Thus q(B) is <T(AT, M)-compact
(4, Section 24, 3(9); the result is given for a Frechet space, but clearly holds for
any metrisable locally convex space, since a weakly countably compact set has
the same property in the completion of the space). In particular q{B) is
a(M', Af)-closed, which implies that q(y')eq(B); equivalently, there is an
element x' of B such that <*, ;c'> = (x, / > for all xeM. But xk e M for all
A e A, since fi,xx e A and px # 0. Hence

<x,, x'> = <xA, y '>foral l /eA. (1)

Now let x = J] tf/Xyie ^- Since y' is ^(F, £')-continuous on the ^-closed
Xt=\

absolutely convex envelope of { £ aAxA: $eO} (10, Chapter VI, Theorem 3),

by (I); i.e. x' and y coincide on E.
Finally, let B be the o(F', F)-closure of B and let p be the quotient map of

F' onto F'/E°, which contains (an isomorphic copy of) E'. p(B) is then
o(F'/E°, £)-compact. But by the above, p{B) = B, so that B is <J(£", E)-
compact. This completes the proof.

Remarks, (i) If it is assumed in the theorem that E satisfies condition (**)
rather than condition (*), it follows that E is barrelled under x(E, E').

(ii) In either case, (b) may be weakened to:

(b') there is a sequence (zn) in E such that

and for each A e A, at least one px
n) is non-zero.

In the proof, let An be the //-closed absolutely convex envelope of
QO
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and let M be the vector subspace of F generated by \J An. This time M' is
n = 1

metrisable under T ( M ' , M) and q(B) is again o(M', M)-compact. The rest of
the proof proceeds as before.

Unlike the Frechet space case (7), the coefficient functionals of a weak
extended basis in a locally convex space satisfying condition (**) may fail to be
continuous. However, with the assumption of continuity, the weak basis
theorem remains valid.

Theorem 2. Let E be a separated locally convex space with dual space E'
and suppose that E satisfies condition (**). If (xx)XeA is a weak extended
Schauder basis in E, then it is an extended Schauder basis for any locally convex
topology on E which is finer than a(E, E') and coarser than P(E, £").

Proof. Let x'x be the coefficient functional of xx (A e A) and let Q denote the
set of all finite subsets of the positive integers. It is shown first of all that for
each xeE and each subsequence (xMn)) of (xx)XeA, the series Z<x, x'x(n))xX(n)

is unconditionally Cauchy with respect to P(E, £"). If this is not the case there
exist an element z of E, a a(E', 2s)-bounded set B and a subsequence (xA(n))
such that for each positive integer N, there exists coe Q with n > N for all n e co
and £ <z, x'Mn)yxXin)$B0. Proceeding inductively, sequences (com) in Q. and

ne a

(x'm) in B can be constructed such that corncos = 0 (r # s) and for all m,

K E <^x'Mn)yxMn),x'my\>i. (ii)
ne<om

The set {x'm: m = 1,2, ...} is equicontinuous since E satisfies condition (**).
Now consider the set A = { £ <.xHn), x'm}x'Mn): m = 1, 2, ...} and let x e E.

Since £<*, xx}xx converges unconditionally under <j(E, £"), it follows from
(8, Chapter II, Corollary 1 of Theorem 1; 9, Theorem 1) that the set

{ Z <*> x'm>xMn): m = 1, 2, ...}

is bounded, and so there exists M{x) ^ 0 such that

l< E <*> xMn)>xHn), x'm} | g M(x), m = 1, 2, ...,
n e Vim

or equivalently,

I <*, E <*««). O A W ) I ̂  M(x), m = 1, 2, ....

This last observation shows that A is o(E'', £)-bounded, and therefore by
condition (**), A is equicontinuous.

The vector subspace of E generated by {xx: X e A} is o(E, £")-dense in E
and is therefore a dense vector subspace of E for all topologies of the dual pair
{E, £"). Thus there exist a finite subset <f> of A and scalars ctx(k e <j>) such that

z - X *xxxeA°. (Ill)
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Also there is a positive integer N such that

<t>nWn): ne Q «>»} =
Then if m ^ N, by (III),

1 ^ | < Z - E

n e t()m n € ct>m

which contradicts (II).
It now follows that for each x e E, each subseries of I<x, x[yxk converges

in the /?(£, £")-completion of E, so that by Orlicz's theorem (8, Chapter II,
Theorem 9; 9, Theorem), £<x, x^>x^ is unconditionally Cauchy with respect to
P(E, E'). Since Z<x, x^>xA converges unconditionally to x with respect to
a(E, E'), and since fi(E, E') has a base of o(E, £")-closed neighbourhoods,
Z<x, x^)xx must converge unconditionally to x under /?(is, £") (4, Section 18,
4(4)).

The result now follows since the same convergence must take place for any
locally convex topology on E which is coarser than fi(E, £"), and since the coeffi-
cient functionals x'x are continuous for any locally convex topology on E which
is finer than o(E, E').
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